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Another subject that came to the front was the protestation
to maintain protestantism. The two houses had accepted this
at the beginning of May,1 but when the commons proposed that
it should be made obligatory upon every one the lords threw out
the bill introduced for that purpose.2 The commons thereupon
voted that all who refused the protestation were unfit to hold
office in church or state, and ordered this vote to be printed and
sent down to the constituencies. When the lords objected, the
commons avowed their desire that their votes should be *a
shibboleth to discover the true Israelite'.3
The commons now determined to act alone. On 8 September
they drew up a declaration that the communion table should
be removed from the east end of the church and the rails de-
stroyed, that bowing during service should cease, that dancing
or other recreation on the Lord's day should be forborne, and
that the authorities concerned should certify the performance
of this order or report non-compliance to the commons. The
next day, upon the lords5 refusal to concur, the commons voted
to print their declaration, together with a brief order of the
upper house of 16 January,4 that divine service should be per-
formed in accordance with the law of the land.5 What Clarendon
calls cso transcendant a presumption and breach of privilege'6
was perhaps the clearest indication hitherto afforded that the
commons were grasping at something beyond a restoration of
the old constitution, for in the two disputed questions they had
aimed, first at imposing a test on the whole nation by their
sole authority, and second at a radical change in church
affairs. They were not only invading the royal prerogative, but
even entrenching upon the just rights of the house of lords.
It is noticeable, however, that the most remarkable innova-
tion was the joint work of the two houses. In order to give
formal authority to the parliamentary commissioners who were
deputed to watch Charles's proceedings in Scotland (which he
visited in the summer of 1641) the lord keeper was asked to set
the great seal to their commission. On his refusal an ordinance
passed both houses giving authority to the commissioners to
attend his Majesty in Scotland. Apparently to issue an ordinance
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